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Noted theorists and scholars explore the historical and contemporary theories that are the
foundation of nursing today. The 3rd Edition of this highly praised book meets the needs of
todayâ€™s students with a new focus on the models that define the best outcomes and provide the
evidence that supports nursing practice. For each theory, youâ€™ll find an introduction to the
theorist, a description of the theoryâ€™s role as a model for nursing practice, and an examination of
its application in clinical practice. Readers will understand how the theory has been used in the past
and evaluate it as a model for clinical practice.
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This is a textbook that uses Kindle Locations instead of page numbers. Locations are virtually
impossible to use for coursework assignments. Why is there no conversion tool between specific
print versions and Kindle versions? I really do get the logic behind locations, but they do not jive well
with applications that require specific page numbers. Physical textbooks are cumbersome and
Kindle makes it easier to carry and use multiple texts, but location removes all convenience in that it
makes it impossible to find assigned readings that correspond to specific pages.It would be nice if
the use of locations was abundantly clear before making purchases, and even better if there was an
easy conversion. Including page numbers is not difficult, and other e-reader formats solve the issue
by simply making printed page-breaks fall as a dotted line falling where ever the page number

changes in the e-reader screen. The logic of locations does appeal to me, but a central flaw of the
Kindle's logic is that it is not convenient for all uses. Kindle's logic assumes that one inherently will
have the desire and need to read every word of a book in the sequence it was published. While
location does allow one to find specific text in a similar manner to page numbers, the absolute flaw
is that not everyone measures within the confines of Kindle's location logic. There should be either a
kindle version for each printed ISBN, or an easy conversion within the Kindle version.

This nursing theory book is written on an undergraduate level and clearly summarizes the different
nursing theories that are out there. I had to write a paper comparing two theorists and this was the
best book for it. I also borrow three other books from classmates that were unhelpful.

This book helped me immensely in a Applied Nursing Science class- it was a lifesaver. It also helps
re-awakens the passion I have for nursing. Very informative and easy to use, I will be keeping it for
my professional practice!

Better pricing then the online school offered. Prompt delivery . Love for that. Not necessarily a book
I would want to pick up and read for my own personal reads but I am sure glad I am reading it. The
stories of the nursing theorist and their great contribution to nursing will make any nurse feel a
strong dedication and appreciation of what it is that we as nurses do. We are definitely one of the
greatest profession in addition to being the most trusted.

I found a lot of great information in this book. Nursing theorist are not all well known and to find a
collection with such great views on the art of nursing is wonderful. I used this book together with my
required nursing theory book (liked this one better) and received great grades in class.

sorry if you are having to take nursing theory, but if so this is a good text that is easy to read and
reference.

this was a great book for nursing school. there are many different theories behind nursing and this
book broke all of them down so we could completely understand.

Received this book in timely fashion, excellent condition. The content of this resource is easy to
read, often key concepts are bulleted and logically organized. Good resource for nursing theory.
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